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As we close out a busy season on Pelican Lake, this
issue of the newsletter highlights noteworthy items
around the lake this year:
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1. The work to manage storm water has been Zebra Mussels and Pelican Lake
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completed in the South Access and Jones Bay
Why Plant a Butterfly Garden?
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landings. We are grateful for a grant from the
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Legacy Fund (sales tax dollars), 30 Lakes Reminders from the DNR
watershed and PLCC for contributing to the Keep Grass Clippings Out of Lake
9
project.
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2. The DNR has completed more dives to monitor Membership
zebra mussels. A very low population continues Fawcett’s Cottage hill: A Brief history
14
to be present in the lake.
Contact Us
15
3. The curly leaf pondweed outside of Breezy
Point resort required no treatment this year.
however, a new area on the north side of
Breezy Bay was treated. We also received a grant to hand-harvest pondweed in Stewarts Bay. No
new areas of curly leaf pondweed were identified.
4. With the help of area businesses and lake association members we have added advertisements to
the newsletter to offset our printing and mailing costs. The new ads added pages to the newsletter
requiring some layout and printing changes. You’ll see those changes start in this issue and
continue to improve into 2014.
5. The water quality testing continues to show excellent results – our lake is one of the cleanest in
the county. Please do your part to keep leaves/grass clippings out of the lake as you clean up this
fall.
6. We have reached a record membership level in the association. Thanks for your previous and
future donations; which have been used and will continue to be used for projects related to
maintaining/improving the pristine nature of Pelican Lakes.
Suggestions for the board are welcome and involvement on the board or any of the committees encouraged. We have included specific “help wanted” information for areas where we need volunteers.
have a beautiful fall – be safe and healthy!

Cover PhoTos
We are looking for some great photos of Pelican Lake to be on the cover of upcoming
newsletters. Send high resolution photos suitable for full page color printing to
Jodi.eberhardt@gmail.com
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Jones Bay and south Access Projects Complete
By Jodi Eberhardt

Two important projects were completed this fall to help improve water quality at popular access sites on Pelican Lake.
Both areas were planted with native grasses, flowers, and
shrubs with deep roots to help control erosion and help the
water filter into the soil.
Jones Bay has two new basins or rain gardens on each side of
the landing and dock area. A small area of pavement was removed in order to create areas to catch the water as it runs
off the pavement and allow it to filter through the plants and
ground before going into the lake.
South Access - Lower raingarden

The South Access has four new basins or rain gardens to catch and slow down the water behind a
series of berms. A product called Flexmat was used along the parking area. It is a concrete and
mesh mat 8 feet wide by 120 feet long. It will allow people to drive over the product if needed,
while controlling erosion and allowing water to filter through it. This project serves as a demonstration site using new materials and a number of solutions to control the water. It is a very difficult site to manage due to high volumes of water, very sandy and dry conditions, and the need to
continue to use the area for parking and recreation.
The combined cost of the projects was over $25,000. Both projects were funded through a grant
from the Legacy Funds (state sales tax) and assistance from Thirty Lakes Watershed, Pelican Lakes
Association, and Pelican Lakes Conservation Club. Volunteer hours provided the match for the
grant funds. Josh heintzeman, Up Country Log, performed the excavation work. Darren Mayers,
Crow Wing Soil and Water Conservation District, and heather Baird, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, provided technical expertise. Thank you to everyone for your contributions to these
projects!

Jones Bay - right raingarden

Jones Bay - left raingarden

South Access
- Upper raingarden
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What is Phenology?
By Judd Brink
Phenology is the study of plant and animal cycles and their seasonal changes in the environment.
Examples include acorns falling from an oak tree or the change in leaf color in a red maple. One of
the larger phenology events that take place each fall in September is the migration of birds. At its
peak on any given night with good weather conditions tens of thousands of birds take flight with
some traveling 10,000 miles before touching ground again. Phenology can be also used to track ice
out dates and soil temperatures in the spring months as they vary from year to year. The ice out
date this past spring for Pelican Lake was one of the latest on record! Many activities and decisions are made based on these conditions each year or on a daily basis depending on location.
We can track phenological records to help us determine climate change and other environmental
changes or potential concerns that may affect us. Through observations and events over time can
provide us with a natural calendar. These natural calendars have been used for hundreds of years
especially in viticulture. During the Pelican Lake Association annual meeting Paul Douglas presented the difference between weather and climate. In a changing climate, weather recorded over
time can influence the phenology for many plants and animals and their habitat. Unfortunately this
also could result in more invasive species affecting our waters and woods in the future.
I remember growing up near the Mississippi River and getting off the bus and grabbing a notebook
and my binoculars and would journal what I observed. To this day I still journal my bird observations for spring arrivals and nesting birds in the area. For example Purple Martins return to their
natal colonies year after year close to the same date, it’s amazing considering that they travel all
the way from Brazil each year.
If you kept records of when you planted your garden or when the dock went in assuming a tolerable
water temperature you are recording phenology. This information is very important for understanding our environment and its changes over time. Teaching or sharing your observations with others
especially kids can show them a greater appreciation and connection to their natural environment.
Aldo Leopold wrote the Sand County Almanac in 1949 talking about a land ethic and a responsibility
we have to our environment. We can all be great stewards of land and water if we just take the
time to listen and watch for the things that are most important to us.
“The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to include soils, waters, plants,
and animals, or collectively: the land”. Aldo
Leopold.
MN Backyard Birds offers birdscaping the design,
installation and service of unique bird feeders
and bird houses for your enjoyment and birds
health. For more information about birdscaping
your home please contact Judd Brink at 218 8384784 or by email at jb@mnbackyardbirds.com.
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help Wanted – volunteer opportunities
Membership and Database Manager

Water Tester using hydrolab Meter

Time: 4 to 20 hours per month, depending on season
Membership responsibilities: Send membership invoices,
Receive and track membership applications and dues,
send thank you letters, write update for newsletter.
Database Responsibilities: Update access database of
member listings, prepare list for mailing of newsletters,
review postal address updates, research returned mail,
work with beach captains to update listing of members.
Qualifications: Strong organization and computer skills,
attention to detail. Need not reside in the area full time.
If interested: Contact San Countryman for more details

Time: 4 hours every 2 to 4 weeks during the summer
responsibilities: Take the water meter to three deep
sites on the lake and take readings every 10 feet.
Qualifications: Boat, GPS, ability to operate a technical
device (like a smart phone)
If interested: Contact Jodi Eberhardt or Glen Gustafson

Beach Captains
Time: A few hours each summer
responsibilities: Be a conduit or link between the PLA
Board of Directors and Lakes area residents and
your neighbors. Spend a few hours each summer season
calling on your immediate neighbors, updating their contact information and discussing Lake issues that are of
current concern
Qualifications: have an interest in protecting and enhancing our Lake environment for future generations.
If interested: Contact PLA Board members Max Martz or
Tom McGrann

Fishing Article Author
Time: A few hours, 3 times a year
responsibilities: Write an article for the newsletter
about fishing on Pelican lakes.
Qualifications: Able to interview someone or have personal experience with fishing the lakes.
If interested: Contact Jodi Eberhardt
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Zebra Mussels and Pelican Lake
By Dave Slipy
While it is true that Zebra Mussels have been found in Pelican Lake, it appears that the infestation is
small. During 2013 the DNR did a significant amount of searching for the pests and here is what they
found:
June 28th
Using equipment designed to trap Veligers (baby Zebra mussels which float freely in the water until
they mature enough to then attach to a hard surface) they found a total of 16 veligers. At a site on
the South end of the lake they found 8, just south of Gooseberry Island they found 6, on the North
end of the lake they found 2, and on the East side they found none. This is an extremely small number.
In comparison on Gull Lake the same type of testing found more than 1600. There is some sense that
the vast amounts of sandy bottom in Pelican is not conducive to Zebra mussels and may help account
for the slow growth of the population.
August 6th & 7th
On these two dates divers from the DNR checked 9 sites. Each site is 250 feet long and is a GPS
waypoint so that they can be consistently checked over time to monitor the infestation. Five sites are
North of Gooseberry island, one site is at the island, and three are South of the island. A total of 3
Zebra mussels were found, 2 North of the island and one South of the island. Again, that is an
incredibly low number. The same type of search on any of the nearby lakes that are infested would
show thousands of Zebra mussels. One adult is capable of producing a million Vilegers.
All of this is very good news. It is also an important reason we need to keep monitoring boats at our
various landings. The infestation we have came about because some boater or boaters inadvertently
brought them here. Not because the boater didn't care or even did it on purpose, but because they
were not aware of how these pests move around from lake to lake. People do not realize they could
be attached to a weed hanging on their trailer, or in their bait bucket, or in the live well, or even in
the muck that came up with their anchor. We have lots of boats coming to Pelican from other infested
waters, we don't want any more Zebra mussels coming here because people are ignorant of what they
need to do to prevent it.
And certainly we do not want Zebra mussels leaving Pelican only to infest some other lake.
For both those reasons the Pelican Lakes Association will continue the work of having monitors at the
ramps to educate people about this issue. We have some active volunteers who put in one or two
hours a week and we could certainly use more. Next Spring the DNR will again train volunteers so if
you are interested contact David Slipy at dslipy@hotmail.com or at 218 831 3027.

As you take out your docks and lifts this fall, please inspect the hard surfaces.
If you find evidence of Zebra Mussels, please contact Dan Swanson, DNR Brainerd Office,
phone 218-833-8645 or email Daniel.Swanson@state.mn.us.
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Why Plant a Butterfly Garden?
Edited from Wild Ones Newsletter by Candy Sarikonda www.wildones.org
It’s fall, and the monarch migration is underway. You can help save the monarch migration by planting
milkweed and fall nectar plants. What do I mean by, “Save the Monarch Migration?” Most monarch
scientists believe it is unlikely that monarch butterflies will become extinct. Scientists are, however,
very concerned that the migration will become so small that it will be almost unnoticeable--no rivers
of monarchs migrating through Texas and along the East coast, painfully few monarchs overwintering
in Mexico. Those amazing images of thousands of monarchs overwintering at one California site may
be gone forever. More recently, some scientists and monarch enthusiasts are starting to get worried,
as never before. how low of a population is too low, they are asking? At what point will the population
be so low that monarchs cannot recover? Will people begin to forget about monarchs, when monarchs
are no longer regularly seen in their backyards?
What can you do in your yard to help the monarchs? Plant milkweed, and fall-blooming nectar plants.
Fall is a critical time for monarchs. Monarchs actually need to gain weight as they migrate south to
Mexico for the winter. Monarchs survive the winter by living off fat stored in their abdomens. There
are few nectar sources in the monarchs’ winter home, certainly not enough to feed millions of
butterflies throughout the winter! So monarchs must feed heavily on nectar plants as they migrate
south, building their fat reserves.
Fall-blooming plants such as asters and goldenrods can easily be added to an existing garden, or a new
garden can be created to help sustain the migration. Ask a local nursery which plants would be best
for the butterflies and thrive in the sandy soils around Pelican Lake.

In May of 2009 the Lake Association worked with the elks camp to obtain a grant to
restore native plants to a portion of their shoreline. Many of the neighbors now have a
native grass and plant buffer between the sand and the lake. Thank you all for providing
habitat for wildlife, birds, and butterflies while keeping pollution out of the lake.
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reminders from the DNr
by LT. Robert haberman, Area Water Resource Enforcement Officer Districts 9 & 10,
218-543-4460
With zebra mussels, Eurasian Watermilfoil and other invasive species continuing to be a threat to
waters in the Brained lakes area and Minnesota, Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is asking
boaters to help stop their spread. The DNR is advising boaters to take a few simple steps to protect
Minnesota lakes and rivers and avoid a citation.
The DNR reminds boaters that they may NOT:
* Transport watercraft without removing the drain plug.
* Arrive at lake access with drain plug in place.
* Transport aquatic plants, zebra mussels, or other prohibited species on any roadway.
* Launch a watercraft with prohibited species attached.
* Transport water from any Minnesota lakes or rivers.
* Release live bait into the water.
The DNR also used road-side checks throughout the Brainerd lakes area this summer to help stop the
spread of invasive species. Area officers have had three roadside checks in the area. One near Cross
Lake and one near Malmo on Mille Lacs and one south of Brainerd on hWY 25. All roadside checks did
find some individuals in violation of state AIS laws.
As the fall season approaches there are many ways to keep protecting the lakes in the area. Due to
Pelican having Zebra Mussels, equipment pulled from the lake must be cleaned before transporting
it on the road. The only exemption is pulling your equipment onto your shoreline. The winter cold will
kill all exposed zebra mussels and plant life, but a good practice is to scrap off zebra mussels before
placing the equipment back into the water. If you hire anyone to remove or place equipment in and
out of the water, by law they
should be certified lake service
providers or LSP's. Lake service
providers have to attend training
on invasive species and the laws
pertaining to invasive species.
This is another way to insure you
are doing your part in helping
slow the spread of invasive
species.
If you ever suspect someone is in
violation of state AIS laws please
do not hesitate to call our toll
free TIP line at 1-800-652-9093.
If you have any questions
regarding invasive species the
DNR website is very helpful and
full of information. It can be
found at www.dnr.state.mn.us.
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Keep Grass Clippings and Leaves out of the Lake
Excerpt from Crow Wing County Landowner’s Guide

Grass clipping, leaves, and aquatic plant material that wash up on shore all contain phosphorus,
which is released when the plant material decomposes. To prevent phosphorus from getting into
the lake:
• Use a mulching lawn mower and leave grass clippings on the lawn as natural fertilizer.
• Collect and compost leaves and clippings, or haul them away from the lake to a disposal site.
• Rake up aquatic plants, leaves, and other organic matter on the shore and dispose of away from
the lake. hint: It makes great mulch on the garden, which can later be worked in as a soil
amendment.
• Do not burn leaves near the lake; it destroys the organic matter releasing the phosphorus, which
could then be washed into the lake.
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Membership
By San and Karen Countryman
Our membership is still growing. As of September 1st we now have 462 members
receiving Dues/Donations which is great news.

We are still

In our Spring newsletter PLA invited you to enroll your adult children in the lake association. One of
our members has enrolled 8 family members as new PLA members. We know that your adult children
are as interested in preserving the quality of the Pelican Lakes as you are. You may either provide
their e-mail address or their postal mailing address. If you would like any brochures or application
cards, please contact me @ countrymanks2@aol.com or call me at 414-405-0607. Julie & John Peterson
have made a donation in honor of Oscar (Boots) Yanson a long time member of PLA. Please remember
PLA when considering a memorial for your loved ones.
Listed below are the members who have made donations to the 3 categories (Pelican, Eagle, & Loon)
since the last newsletter was published. Again thank you for your extra donations.
Listed below are the Membership Categories with their respective Names.

Pelican
$200.00+

eagle
$100.00 - $199.00

Loon
$50.00 - $99.00

Anderson, Melvern

Belcher, Richard & Sally
heen, Ken & Dianne
Koep, Marv & Judy
Peterson, John & Julie

Belcher, William
Glowski, Ken & Anne
hughes, Lisa
Jensen, Steve & Robbin
Johnson, Dan & Pat
Roggenkamp, Gert
Rosenberg, Andrew
Rosenberg, David & Randie
Sears, Madeleine
Sears, Spenser
Sears, Steve & Patsy
Seavey, Molly, Brian, & Mae
Sommers, Milton & Sharon
Sullivan, Bob & Larissa

Who puts in, removes, and repairs all the buoys that ensure the rocks and
channels are marked? The Pelican Lakes Conservation Club. Thank you! Please
consider joining both Pelican Lakes Association and Pelican Lakes Conservation Club.
Both organizations support efforts to preserve Pelican Lake.
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MIssIoN sTATeMeNT:

Pelican Lakes Association (PLA)
is a dynamic organization committed to
preserving the quality of life and the
environmental health of the Pelican Lakes
through the promotion of environmental
stewardship and educational programs.

Becker’s
Crosslake Floor Covering
33757 County Road 3
Crosslake, MN 56442
beckerfloorcovering@crosslake.net

Dick Becker
Jim Becker
Nancy McMullen

Phone: 218-692-4157
1-888-692-4157
Fax: 218-692-4757

DR. CAROL J. AUSTIN
Cosmetic dentistry...and more. Your smile becomes a
work of art when Dr. Carol Austin combines the technologies of general and cosmetic dentistry with her talents as an artist.
• First dentist in Minnesota to be accredited by the
American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry
• Founding president of the North Central Chapter of
the AACD
• Presenter of seminars and author of two books for
dentists
• Life long summer resident of Pelican Lake
Call 952-544-5900 to schedule a
complimentary consultation appointment.
7415 Wayzata Blvd. #201
St. Louis park, MN 55426
Office phone: 952-544-5900
Cell phone: 612-868-1161
www.drcarolaustin.com
drcarolalustin@gmail .com

www.tracydonovan.edinarealty.com

Tracy Donovan
REALTOR®

Cell: (612) 202-7068

tracydonovan@edinarealty.com
www.tracydonovan.edinarealty.com

Crosslake Office
35860 County Road 66
P.O. Box 564
Crosslake, MN 56442

WAPOA LID Update: WAPOA (Whitefish Area Property Owners Association) is considering
forming a LID (Lake Improvement District) that will allow it to tax residents to fight
invasive species. Crow Wing County Commissioners have to approve the LID and the
response has not been positive. We continue to keep an eye on this request should we
want to explore this option in the future. So far, all of the Invasive Species efforts have
been funded from grants and dues. While our membership would like to see other
options, the state and county have not made it simple to do so.
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Fawcett’s Cottage hill: A Brief history
By Dr. James D. henderson
On Valentines Day 1921 in the middle of a blizzard, Wilfred Fawcett
traveled from Minneapolis to Pelican Lake to look over an 80-acre
parcel of land he had just purchased from Fred LaPage. Fawcett,
known as “Captain Billy”, was a well-known Twin Cities millionaire
and publisher of the wildly popular bawdy cartoon and joke
magazine called Captain Billy’s Whiz Bang.
Along with the land, Fawcett also acquired a frame house and four
cabins. Captain Billy wasted no time in improving and expanding his
new property on the western shore of Pelican Lake. Fawcett knew
that most resort owners of the day built small cabins on their
property in addition to the main lodge and he was no exception.
Soon he had a crew of carpenters constructing cabins on a hill over
looking the lake to the east. But Captain Billy went further building
tennis courts and a large swimming pool on top of the hill next to
the cabins he called “cottages”. As each cottage, on “Fawcett’s
hill”, was built he gave it a name after a street in Minneapolis. The
first one he called
“Aldrich” and the last one “Zenith”. After he ran out of
Minneapolis names he turned to using St. Paul names.
Names ranged from Avon to Jessamine. Some cottages
had Indian tribal names like Chippewa, Dacotah, and
Erie. The “Thomas” cabin had the best lake view on
the hill and Fawcett kept it for himself. Although the
big log cabin down by the lake known as the “Fawcett
house” was his official headquarters, when Capt. Billy
wanted to get a little peace and quiet he’d slip up to
the Thomas cabin where he could relax away from the
public eye. Most of the Fawcett’s hill cottages were
built between 1921 and 1922, although some were
added in subsequent years. Each single bedroom cabin
had its own electricity supplied by the resort’s
generator and hot and cold running water, but no
indoor toilet. Cottage residents used a communal
bathhouse. The original boiler house that supplied hot
water still stands next to the old tennis court at the
top of the hill.
The early cottages were constructed with log walls and
an open carport facing the road. At that time Breezy
Point Resort rented the cabins to summer guests. Later
when they were sold to individuals, owners added
indoor toilets by creating a “bump-out” on one side of
the building and putting in a septic tank. Many of the
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carports were walled in to provide additional living space. On May 17, 1926 Capt. Billy officially
platted his Breezy Point property. In 1963 Fawcett’s Cottage hill was re-platted into 57 lots as part
of the First Addition to Breezy Point Estates.
Today the Fawcett’s hill cottages remain as seasonal vacation cabins since the shallow underground
waterlines must be drained in late October to prevent pipes freezing during the winter months. Come
May the water flows again and Fawcett hill residents return for the summer.

The author is collecting information and old photos of resorts and lake views
around Pelican Lake for future articles in the PLA newsletter. If you have photos
or information you’d like to share with our readers please email Jim Henderson
at james7122@gmail.com.

Pelican Lake Association Board of Directors
Art Weaver
President

(218) 562-4196
weaver2aj@tds.net

David slipy
Landing Monitors

(218) 562-5393
dslipy@hotmail.com

Jodi eberhardt
Vice President
Communications

(612) 298-2935
jodi.eberhardt@gmail.com

rick Nolan
Land Use

(218) 546-6166
nolan@crosbyironton.net

ed Nordgaard
Land Use

(203) 762-2972
engaard@hotmail.com

Tracy Donovan
Land Use

(218) 562-4085
TracyDonovan@TDS.Net

Joe Ayers
Secretary
Lakeshore Restore

(218) 562-4792
Joe.ayers@tccaction.com

Bob vaughn
Water Quality
Invasive Species

(218) 562-4067
rjvaughn2818@charter.net

Max Martz
Beach Captains

(402) 239-8787
maxbigred12@yahoo.com

Bob hamilton
Water Quality
Land Use

(218) 820-1642
bobhamilton@edinarealty.com

Tom McGrann
Beach Captains
Invasive Species

(281) 382-7358
tmcgrann@sbcglobal.net

Matt stephens
Land Use

(218) 820-4045
matt@larsongrouprealestate.com

Craig Norman
Treasurer

(612) 578-6751
craigdnorman@gmail.com

Water Quality: Glen Gustafson (218) 765-3796, glengustafson@msn.com
Membership and Database: San and Karen Countryman (414) 405-0607, Countrymanks2@aol.com
Webmaster: Glen Young (218) 765-3999, youngsmn@brainerd.net
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Become a Member
Pelican Lakes
Association
P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

Name
Spouse
Lake Address
City

State

Zip Code

State

Zip Code

Phone
Join Today!
Membership runs from January 1st to December 31st.
Please complete the attached form and return it to
PLA with your dues.

Permanent Address

New Property owners, 1 year FREE membership.

E-mail

Annual Membership: $25
Loon Membership: $50
Eagle Membership: $100
Pelican Membership: $200

Make Checks Payable to:
PLA
P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

City
Phone

Beach/Plat Name
Membership dues and donations are tax deductible under IRS code 501c(3)

eNewsletter:
If you would like to receive the newsletter via e-mail,
please subscribe using the following link:
http://www.pelicanlakesassociation.org/mailing/mail.cgi/li
st/newsletter/ or click on “newsletters” from the main
page of the Pelican Lakes Association website
www.pelicanlakesassociation.org and follow the instructions.

Forwarding and Address Changes: The US Post
Office will only forward temporary address
changes for six months and permanent address
changes for one year. Therefore, to continue
receiving PLA mailings, remember to keep PLA
informed of your current address.

